Medical Information for Long Distance Sailing Trips
Dear guests and sailors of the Eye of the Wind,
we do need a medical certificate from all passengers of long distance sailing trips (more than one
week duration). Please pass the attached medical form to your personal physician to attest your
medical fitness and return it to us. Your data confidential will be treated confidentially, of course.
We would like to be sure that each of our guests is in adequate medical and physical condition for the
voyage because sophisticated medical facilities will be unavailable on board and it can get rough and
slippery by moving around on the ship. Our vessel has a medical trained crew and a small infirmary
on board and we want to ensure that our Captain and crew are fully alerted to any potential health
problems.
Please consider the following


This form has to be completed in English.



Please send a copy of the form to the ship’s office (info@eyeofthewind.net) and bring the original
with you on board. If there is no fully filled in form on the day of your check-in, we reserve us the
right to deny the boarding.



If you suffer of heavy health problems, heart problems or physical restrictions which are reducing
your independency, we advise you to not take part in the journey. The voyage could bring a high
risk to you, and on top your problems might affect the enjoyment of the others passengers. Should
such a state of health be obviously registered by the crew on your arrival, we reserve us the right
to deny the boarding respectively the onwards journey.



Please remember to take with you all of your vital drugs respectively regularly taken medication in
sufficient amount.



A return transport in case of health problem can take a lot of time or not be directly possible and
cost a lot of money.



A valid insurance incl. Return Hospital Transport is advisable.



FORUM train & sail GmbH is not liable for any losses, compensation of expenses and claims for
compensations which result of a cancelation of the voyage due to accidents, health problems or
medical necessary return transports. We advise to ensure the coverage of those costs by an
appropriate insurance.

Thank you for your assistance and understanding.
Best regards

Julia Nieborowsky
FORUM train & sail GmbH
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